IN THE BAG KIT

Start the business of your dreams for

$149!

($600+ Retail Value)

• Spring/Summer 2019 Catalogs – 10 PK
• Social Invites – 20PK
• Guest/Consultant Folder – 10PK
• 1 Table Top Sign
• 1 Consultant Tote
• Social Cue Cards – 1 PK
• Pocket Companion – 20 PK
• Order Forms – 25 PK
• Access to Back Office
  & Vine University Training
• Product Assortment
  (Details on following page.)
This summary shows all of the pieces included in your In the Bag Kit. Use this sheet to quickly reference item #’s and pricing during Socials.

MINI SNAP COLLECTION

MINI GLISSADE BRACELET
M1158 | UP TO 9.5” | $32.99
(Adjustable Slide Closure)

MINI PRISM BRIGHT
M0433 | $6.99

MINI ZELDA JET PEARL
M0259 | $8.99

KARMA CHA CHA COLLECTION

SHE BELIEVED/SO SHE DID BAR PENDANT — 1.5”
R0056 | $19.99

DAINTY LINK CHAINS
22” | R0017 | $14.99

VERSA COLLECTION

VERSA JOURNEY CROSSBODY — BLACK
V0200 | $49.99

VERSA UPTOWN CLUTCH — BLACK
V0278 | $49.99

VERSA COMMUTER WINGED TOTE**
BLACK | V2000 | $69.99

MagnoliaAndVine.com
This summary shows all of the pieces included in your In the Bag Kit. Use this sheet to quickly reference item #’s and pricing during Socials.

VERS A COLLECTION

POTPOURRI MINI SNAP FLAP ACCENT
CHALK
V0317 | $39.99
(Holds One 12mm Mini Snap, Snap Sold Separately)

TROPICAL PUNCH FLAP ACCENT
BLACK/MULTI
V0331 | $39.99

PIXXE FLAP ACCENT
WHITE/NAVY
V0316 | $39.99

OFF THE CHAIN FLAP ACCENT
ROYAL BLUE
V0124 | $39.99

BELINDA WRAPAROUND ACCENT
WHITE/BLACK
V2053 | $49.99

SUMMER STRIPES WRAPAROUND ACCENT MULTI
V2046 | $49.99